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PGICVKXG"TCKUKPI"TGXKUKVGF"
Wim Klooster
Cduvtcev0 An attempt is made to show that arguments put forward in favour of an account of the relationship
between sentences like K"fqp‚v"vjkpm"Lqjp"yknn"ngcxg and K"vjkpm"Lqjp"yqp‚v"ngcxg in terms of movement of the
negative element from the subordinate clause to the higher clause (Negative Raising, NR) are faulty. It is argued
that the subordinate clauses in purported NR constructions are covertly negative, and that they undergo abstract
movement to the higher clause, where they adjoin to the negative operator, after which the latter is eliminated
through Negative Absorption. Data concerning the licensing of Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) and data on
Basque ‘NR’ sentences and constructions with inherently negative predicates (fqwdv, fgp{ etc.) suggest that a
grammatical account is to be preferred over one in terms of Speech Act Theory. ‘NR’ sentences are to be
distinguished from other types, in which the negative element is a negative constituent other than ‘not’, and from
pseudo-NR sentences with ‘not’ of a type in which the subordinate clause cannot contain ‘strict’ NPIs.
Mg{"yqtfu: Eqxgtv"pgicvkqp."Pgicvkxg"Cduqtrvkqp."Pgicvkxg"Tckukpi."Rngqpcuvke"pgicvkqp0
"

20"Kpvtqfwevkqp
This paper is a report on work in progress concerning negation. As such, it may be considered
to be a provisional draft of part of a chapter exploring the hypothesis of the existence of
covertly negative clauses.
Elsewhere I have attempted to show what is/was wrong in Semantic Syntax views1 on
Negative Raising (NR, for short), a movement rule meant to explain a phenomenon that has
long been an object of study and comment2. Neg(ative) Raising, or Negative Transportation,
as it was called for a time, apparently was first proposed by Charles Fillmore (1963), in order
to account for the synonymy contrast between, for example, the pair (1a,b) and the pair (2a,b)
(where ‘≈’ means ‘is roughly synonymous with’, and ‘≠’ means ‘has a meaning clearly
different from’).
(1)

a
≈ b

John thinks Bill doesn’t like Harriet
John doesn’t think Bill likes Harriet

(2)

a
≠b

John claims Bill doesn’t like Harriet
John doesn’t claim Bill likes Harriet

NR is also assumed, for instance, by Progovac (1988). I myself assumed it as well (1979). In
the following, I will first briefly characterise NR verbs and sentences, summarise arguments
that have been presented in support of NR, summarise my critique of NR in Semantic Syntax,
present arguments against NR in a Minimalist framework, and propose an alternative solution
along the lines of the Minimalist program (Chomsky 1995). Throughout, I will use the term
‘NR’ to refer to the phenomenon in question, even though I will argue that no such raising, in
the sense intended, takes place.
"
30"Ejctcevgtkuvkeu"qh"PT"Xgtdu"cpf"PT"ugpvgpegu"
3030"PT"Xgtdu0"Vjg"fldncem"cpf"yjkvg‚"ghhgev"
NR verbs belong either to the class of verbs of judgement (such as tgemqp, vjkpm, cfxkug and
also uggo, dg"nkmgn{ and qwijv) or to that of verbs of intention (rncp, kpvgpf,"ycpv). They can
be taken together under the heading ‘positive attitude with respect to a hypothetical state's or
event's be(com)ing fact’.3 The meaning of NR verbs can furthermore be characterised as
1

‘Semantic Syntax’ is the name chosen by, among others, Seuren to characterise work by linguists like James
D. McCawley, George Lakoff, Robin Lakoff and Pieter A.M. Seuren. See, for instance, Seuren (ed., 1974) and
(1996). My article discussing NR in Semantic Syntax is to appear in the Festschrift for Kazimierz Sroka.
2
Among many others who have discussed it are Jespersen (1922), Wackernagel (1931), Bech (1951), who
referred to the phenomenon as ‘negatio obliqua’, and Klima (1964). A noted advocate of NR is Seuren (e.g.
1985).
3
Horn (2001) distinguishes six classes: ‘opinion’ (vjkpm, gzrgev), ‘perception’ (uggo, nqqm"nkmg), ‘probability’ (dg"
nkmgn{, hkiwtg"vq), ‘intention/volition’ (ycpv, ejqqug), ‘judgement/(weak) obligation’ (qwijv, cfxkug).
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pertaining to ‘structural facts’ (as opposed to ‘accidental facts’, or events); they denote
attitudes rather than actions, and are non-factive.
The ‘structural/accidental’ distinction is illustrated in (3):
(3)

a I don’t suppose John will castle on the queen’s side (will he?) - fluvtwevwtcn‚
≈ I suppose John won’t castle on the queen’s side
b I am not supposing that John will castle on the queen’s side (*will he?) - flceekfgpvcn‚ ""
≠ I am supposing that John won’t castle on the queen’s side

The c sentence describes something (more or less) ‘structural’, xk|0 the state of mind of the
person mentioned by the subject, but the d sentence does not. The progressive prohibits a
‘structural’ reading of the d sentence, which rather constitutes the denial of an event, the event
being the putting forward of a supposition, whether to oneself or someone else. The"c"
sentence exhibits the NR phenomenon, whereas the d sentence does not. (Notice that the
subordinate clause in the case of NR can take a positive tag question, while this is not possible
in the other case.) Similarly, ‘structural’ readings, at least in Dutch, do not combine with the
present perfect, because it forces an event reading, as is illustrated in (4).
(4) a
b

Ik raad je niet aan [te verkopen]
I advise you not Rtv [to sell]
Ik heb je niet aangeraden te verkopen
I have you not Rtv-advised to sell

- korgthgev."PT/ghhgev
‘I advise against selling’
- rtgugpv"rgthgev."pq"PT/ghhgev
‘I haven’t recommended selling’

NR verbs seem to refer exclusively to attitudes that are not negative: they never, in
themselves, imply rejection in any sense of the event or state of affairs described in the
sentential complement, or its negation. Thus we have such NR verbs as vjkpm, eqpukfgt,
dgnkgxg, but not hgct or fqwdv.
Verbs like vjkpm in NR sentences share with subjective adjectives, such as dgcwvkhwn,
uoctv or fkhhkewnv, the characteristic of producing, when negated, not the negation but the
opposite of their meanings (just as they share with vjkpm etc. the notion of judgement). Take,
for instance, the Dutch NR verb ccptcfgp ‘advise, recommend’. Km"tccf"lg"pkgv"ccp in (4a)
does not simply constitute the negation of Km"tccf"lg"ccp. Rather, it should be paraphrased by
means of the verb’s antonym: Km"tccf"lg"ch ‘I advise against’. Similarly, pqv"uoctv is not just
the negation of the adjective uoctv, but has the opposite meaning, ‘stupid’. Elsewhere
(Klooster 1984), I have called this the ‘black and white effect’: with regard to concepts like
‘thinking/not thinking that r’ or ‘being/not being smart’ there tends to be a dichotomy: either
one thinks that r, or one thinks that not-r, one either is smart or stupid; there is no branching
beyond the binary, neither is there a continuum. Still, in certain contexts, it is possible to
interpret fqp‚v"vjkpm plus sentential complement"literally, as simply the negation of vjkpm plus
sentential complement, just as, in certain contexts, pqv"uoctv may leave open the possibility of
‘average’ or ‘neither smart nor stupid’. In other words, it is possible to cancel the black and
white effect.
Negated NR verbs (henceforth ‘NR predicates’) do not, or not directly, evaluate the
described events or states of affairs, but signify non-acceptance solely with regard to their
becoming – or possibly being – reality. In this respect, they can be contrasted with other
‘dichotomous’ predicates, as can be seen from a comparison of sentences like (5)-(7) with
sentences like (8)-(10). The members of the first group (the NR group) express the subject’s
or speaker’s dismissal or rejection in one way or other of some event’s"or state’s becoming or
being reality. It is this property which makes them non-factive.
""flDncem"cpf"yjkvg‚="fkuokuucn"qt"tglgevkqp"qh"*rtgugpv"qt"hwvwtg+"tgcnkv{"qh"uqog"gxgpv"qt"uvcvg"*pqp/hcevkxg+<
(5)

He doesn’t want you to leave yet (‘His wish is for you not to leave yet’)
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(6)
(7)

He doesn’t expect you to leave (‘He expects you not to leave’)
It is not probable that he will leave (‘It is probable that he will not leave’)

The sentences (8)-(10), by contrast, express the unacceptability – to the person mentioned in
the higher clause – of the described event or state of affairs itself. In addition, they presuppose
its being actual fact.
""flDncem"cpf"yjkvg‚="tglgevkqp"qh"cp"cevwcn"uvcvg"qh"chhcktu"qt"rtqeguu"*hcevkxg+<
(8) He doesn’t approve of your leaving (≠ ‘He approves of your not leaving’)
(9) He is not pleased that you’re leaving (≠ ‘He is pleased that you’re not leaving’)
(10) He doesn’t accept their leaving the house (≠ ‘He accepts their not leaving the house’)

These examples illustrate that it is their non-factivity, among other things, that distinguishes
‘Negative Raisers’ from negated dichotomous predicates that imply the rejection of what is
described in the complement itself.4
Interestingly, the fg"tg"/"fg"fkevq distinction appears relevant in connection with the
possible occurrence of Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) in the complements of negated verbs
like vjkpm and dgnkgxg. Thus, for instance, at least to me, a sentence like (11a),
(11) a

Electra doesn’t believe Orestes is saying anything to her (fg"fkevq."PT),

with the NPI cp{vjkpi, would imply that Electra actually knows – contrary to what is the case
in the play – that it is Orestes who is standing before her. Somehow it does not sound
appropriate in a context where the speaker knows Electra to be wrong in thinking it isn’t
Orestes who is addressing her. A sentence like (11b),
(11) b

Electra doesn’t believe Orestes is saying something to her (fg"tg."pq"PT)

which does not contain an NPI, would seem more acceptable. There are more concrete
linguistic data that confirm this intuition, as we will see later on.
As remarked above, verbs like vjkpm or ycpv tend to be ‘dichotomous’. In a sentence
containing a matrix verb of the type in question, its contrary can thus (indirectly) be expressed
simply by introducing negation. That is, where P is an NR verb, z the subject, and r the
complement clause, the following seems to hold:
(12)

¬P(z,r) iff P(z, ¬r)

However, as we saw, the meaning of verbs of the type under consideration strictly speaking
does not warrant dichotomy in the above sense. A truly dichotomous predicate (in a twovalued system) would be dg"vtwg: if it is not true that r, then it is true that ¬r and vice versa.
But if z does not believe that r, it does not necessarily follow that he believes that ¬r: z may
simply want to reserve his judgement on r. On the other hand, it will always be the case that
if z believes that ¬r, he does not believe that r. It is this asymmetry, ¬P(z,r) if P(z, ¬r) but
not the other way round, that would seem to be at the root of the feeling, often expressed (e.g.
G. Lakoff 1968, Lindholm 1969, note 1), that pairs like (1a,b) are ‘not perfectly synonymous’
and that the sentences with negation in the matrix are somehow ‘weaker’ or ‘less certain’ than
their counterparts. They are sometimes felt to express the affirmative by means of the
negation of the contrary (in other words, to be instances of litotes; cf. Klooster 1984), thus
intimating rather than directly expressing the intended meaning.
4

See, for a richly informative discussion of the various aspects of the meaning of NR verbs discussed here, Horn
(2001) and the references therein.
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Yet, in a discourse where judgements and intentions are relevant, but reserving or
deferring them are not, verbs of the considered type are easily interpreted as dichotomous.
The feeling of understatement is only there to the extent that content or context leaves room
for it.
The class of verbs to which NR is purported to be applicable is more or less the same in
each language, although there is some idiosyncratic variation among languages. Thus for
instance English jqrg is not a ‘Neg Raiser’ (though constructions with pgxgt"jqrg"vq seem to
suggest otherwise, but see § 1.2) whereas Dutch jqrgp is, as is illustrated in (13) and (14):
(13)
(14)

I do not hope [I will flunk] ≠ I hope [I will not flunk]
Ik hoop niet [dat ik zak] / niet [te zakken] ≈ Ik hoop [dat ik niet zak] / [niet te zakken]
‘It is not to be hoped that I will flunk’

Apparently, all languages that have been examined in this respect, have such pairs as (1a,b).
They may diverge in their morphosyntax, however. Negation may be morphologically
incorporated in verbs or adjectives, as the Lithuanian examples in (15) illustrate:
(15)

a

Jonas galvoja, kad tai yra ne-©manoma
John thinks that that is not-possible

b

Jonas ne-galvoja, kad tai yra ©manoma
John not-thinks that that is possible

(These examples are taken from Bernini and Ramat 1996.)
3040"Swcuk/"cpf"rugwfq/PT
True NR sentences, it seems, always contain a ‘not’ (in the shape of a word, a reduced
element like p‚v or a bound morpheme) in the higher clause, never a complex negative
element like pq/qpg, pqvjkpi, pgxgt, pqyjgtg or their equivalents in other languages. A
sentence like Pq/qpg"gzrgevu"Lqjp"vq"vwtp"c"jckt obviously does not have as a source Uqog"
rgqrng"1"uqogqpg"gzrgev(u)"Lqjp"pqv"vq"vwtp"c"jckt. Nor, however, does Gxgt{qpg"gzrgevu"
Lqjp"pqv"vq"vwtp"c"jckt seem a plausible source – not just because that would imply a
mechanism too powerful and complex to countenance, but also for other reasons, to be given
below in this subsection. Let us call sentences that contain negation in the higher clause and
are interpreted as if they were NR sentences, but lack a plausible non-NR source ‘quasi-NR
sentences’.
There are also sentences with ‘not’ in the higher clause which at first glance have as a
source a plausible synonymous counterpart with ‘downstairs’ negation, but which upon closer
consideration turn out not to be NR sentences. An example would be the pair Kv"ku"pqv"vtwg"
vjcv"Lqjp"yknn"ngcxg"vqoqttqy and Kv"ku"vtwg"vjcv"Lqjp"yknn"pqv"ngcxg"vqoqttqy. The reason
why such pairs are not considered to be related by NR is that the former type does not allow
strict NPIs in its subclause: *Kv"ku"pqv"vtwg"vjcv"Lqjp"yknn"ngcxg"wpvkn"vqoqttqy. (By ‘strict’ I
mean licensed only by ‘strong’ negation, such as expressed in p-words like pqv, pqvjkpi etc.
See also section 5.1, below (50) and (51)). Let us call sentences with negative matrix clauses
that seem to be derivable by simply shifting the negative element (but really are not) ‘pseudoNR sentences’.
Another pseudo-NR example is the second of Gelett Burgess’ famous lines K"pgxgt"ucy"
c"rwtrng"eqy."K"pgxgt"jqrg"vq"ugg"qpg. This sentence looks like being derived by NR from K"
jqrg"pgxgt"vq"ugg"qpg. But it would take an inordinately ad hoc device in the grammar to be
able to derive it. Normally, pgxgt does not enter NR, and the same goes for its Dutch
counterpart pqqkv, as the following examples demonstrate:
(16) a

Ik hoop nooit [dat ik zak] / nooit [te zakken] ≠ Ik hoop [dat ik nooit zak] / [nooit te zakken]
‘I never hope I will flunk’ – ‘I hope I will never flunk’
eh. (14)
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b

He never advised me to go there ≠ He advised me never to go there
eh. He did not advise me to go there ≈ He advised me not to go there
Ik geloof nooit dat hij ziek is ≠ Ik geloof dat hij nooit ziek is
‘I’ll never believe he is ill’ – ‘I believe he is never ill’
eh. Ik geloof niet dat hij ziek is ≈ Ik geloof dat hij niet ziek is
‘I don’t believe he is ill’ – ‘I believe is not ill’

c

I submit that pgxgt"jqrg"vq, meaning ‘hope never to’, is an idiom, just as K"pgxgt"vjqwijv,"as in
e.g. K"pgxgt"vjqwijv"{qw‚f"cum (and just as K"vjqwijv"{qw‚f"pgxgt"cum as a whole, for that
matter).
The task of finding clear examples of quasi-NR sentences that do not allow strict NPIs
in the subclause (and hence are not NR sentences) is complicated by the fact that here, too, we
find idioms, which have the negative force of real NR constructions. Let me give some nonidiomatic examples first:
(17) a

?Niemand raad je aan ggp"fwkodtggf te wijken
?No-one advises you to budge an inch
b
?Ik raad niemand aan ggp"fwkodtggf te wijken
?I advise no-one to budge an inch
(eh. Ik raad je niet aan (‘I don’t advise you’) ggp"fwkodtggf te wijken (OK))
(18) ?Niemand verwacht dat dat cn"vg"dguv zal vallen
No-one expects that that all too well will fall
'No-one expects that will go down too well'
(eh.: Ik verwacht niet (‘I don’t expect’) dat dat cn"vg"dguv zal vallen (OK))

Sentences like the examples in (17) and (18) are OK with subordinate clauses lacking NPIs.
Quasi-NR sentences that do allow strict NPIs are given in (19) and (20):
(19) Niemand gelooft dat hij ggp"dcn heeft uitgevoerd
No-one believes he did a stroke of work
(20) Niemand denkt dat het je ggp"tqqkg"egpv oplevert
No-one thinks it will earn you a single penny

The expression pkgocpf"ignqqhv / pq/qpg"dgnkgxgu is an idiom meaning ‘it is totally
implausible’ (like the rhetorical Yjq"yknn"dgnkgxg"vjcv…), and has the force of the NR
construction K"fqp‚v"dgnkgxg. Similarly, pkgocpf"fgpmv"fcv"r / pq/qpg"vjkpmu"vjcv"r is idiomatic,
having the same force. In fact, all quasi-NR sentences allowing NPIs in their subclauses turn
out to contain idioms with the force of strong negation in their matrix clauses.
There are other types of quasi-NR sentences. English has such synonymous pairs as
cdng"vq"ocmg"pqvjkpi"qh"kv"⁄"wpcdng"vq"ocmg"cp{vjkpi"qh"kv, and, just as weird to the non-native
speaker, kv"ycu"rquukdng"vq"fq"pqvjkpi"cdqwv"kv"⁄"kv"ycu"korquukdng"vq"fq"cp{vjkpi"cdqwv"kv."No
doubt analyses can be arrived at explicating the semantic relation such pairs exhibit, but it
seems doubtful that any transformational relation could be established.
I will return to quasi-NR sentences with p-words like pq/qpg and pqvjkpi in section 5.2.
40"Yj{"Pgi"TckukpiA"
Robin Lakoff (1969) has argued that certain tag question phenomena can be accounted for if
we assume a rule of NR. The positive tag in, for instance,
(21)

a

I don’t suppose the Yankees will win, will they?

indicates, according to Lakoff, that the lower sentence is negative at a deeper level. On the
other hand, in
(21)

b

John doesn’t think the Yankees will win, does he?
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the tag is on the higher sentence. One of her assumptions was that ‘tag formation’ does not
apply unless the sentence to be tagged has a (surface or abstract) ‘I’ + performative verb
(‘suppose’, ‘think’ etc., but not, presumably, ‘swear’ or ‘declare’) directly above it. NR may
apply if the verb is an NR verb and the sentence immediately above it contains (abstract or
surface) ‘I suppose’, or if the NR verb itself is uwrrqug. Lakoff took abstract SUPPOSE to be
present immediately above vjkpm in (21b), roughly as in (22), while underlying (21a), we
would have something like (23):
(22)
"

[I SUPPOSE] Ugpvgpeg"
"
"
"
John thinks Ugpvgpeg"
"
"
"
"
NEG the Yankees will win

(23)
"

I suppose Ugpvgpeg
"
NEG the Yankees will win

On (23), first a rule of tag formation will operate, giving the intermediate structure K"uwrrqug"
vjg"[cpmggu"yqp‚v"ykp."yknn"vjg{A Next, NR applies, yielding (21a).
On the lowest sentence in (22), tag formation does not apply, for the sentence on top
of it does not contain ‘I’ + performative verb. But NR in the next cycle can apply, since vjkpm
is an NR verb, and has abstract I SUPPOSE immediately above it. Thus, (22) is turned into [K"
UWRRQUG [Lqjp"fqgup‚v"vjkpm [vjg"[cpmggu"yknn"ykp]]]. Now tag formation, triggered by
SUPPOSE, can take place, giving (21b). The verb involved, being negated, causes the tag to be
positive. (Since the highest verb ‘suppose’ is abstract, NR cannot take place again – though it
might if it were a real verb, in that case yielding K"fqp‚v"uwrrqug"Lqjp"vjkpmu"vjg"[cpmggu"yknn"
ykp."fqgu"jgA) If we want systematically to explain the phenomena considered, Lakoff
concluded, the assumption of NR is hard to avoid.
Seuren (1985:169) cites as an argument in support of NR the oft-repeated claim that
all NPIs freely occur in such clauses. He also calls attention to the differences between ecp
and oc{. Consider, for instance, (24) and (25) with the NPI {gv:
(24)

I don’t believe she can have arrived yet
[ I believe [NEG [POSSIBLE [she has arrived yet]]]]

(25) *I don’t believe she may have arrived yet
[ I believe [POSSIBLE [NEG [she has arrived yet]]]]
*

With NR, we predict that (24) is a grammatical sentence, meaning ‘I believe that it is not
possible that she has arrived yet’, whereas (25) must be ungrammatical “because it takes the
embedded clause as having the possibility operator as the highest predicate, and *Sjg"oc{"
jcxg"cttkxgf"{gv is ungrammatical”.
"
50"Yj{"pq"Pgicvkxg"Tckukpi"
5030""Ugocpvke"U{pvcz"
However, if one accepts the Semantic Syntax framework, one should in fact reject NR. In this
sub-section, I will first give a brief summary of arguments to that effect, which I presented in
slightly more elaborate form elsewhere.5 In the next subsection I will discuss NR from a
minimalist viewpoint.
As to ‘tag formation’, the pattern seems to be that no clauses containing NR verbs with
the subject K receive tags (since it would be odd to ask about one’s own judgement or
intention), whereas their highest embedded clause may. In all other cases only the matrix
clause, when declarative, can receive the tag. Tag formation, as far as the choice between
5

Klooster, to appear.
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positive or negative is concerned, does not seem to belong to the grammar proper. Tags are,
after all, sentences in their own right, even if in one respect, VP deletion, they are
grammatically dependent upon their ‘host sentence’. NR concerns sentence grammar; not
principles regarding sequences of sentences, i.e. discourse. The conditions of choice between
positive and negative tags are to do with textual cohesion more than grammatical wellformedness. Whatever its precise nature, the choice of tags is governed by the presence or
absence of negative elements in the proper positions of the preceding sentences. Among
others, verbs of judgement with K as subject, constitute a special case. Here, the matrix clause
as a whole can count as an assertive or negative element – as the case may be – of the
embedded clause, which may then ‘receive’ a tag question accordingly.
The NR phenomena in (15)-(23) appear susceptible of explanation without the positing
of an abstract performative ‘suppose’. The condition that the matrix verb should be an NR
verb obviously is a necessary one, but it is not at all clear that the presence of a higher verb
‘suppose’ should be.
In a framework such as Lakoff’s or Seuren’s we should probably assume the negative
operator to occupy, underlyingly (that is, in the semantic representation), a left-peripheral
position. The placement of the negative element could be arranged in such a way that the
negative operator will ultimately move to the canonical surface position, to be turned, in
English, into the form pqv or p‚v, in either its own clause or, optionally, in the higher clause if
it contains an NR verb. (Cf. (26).)
(26) ‘pgi"rncegogpv’
[ ...

... [NEG … UWDLGEV …
...]]
8
8
8
(surface
‘dcttkgt‚""""""" (surface
negation)
yjgp
negation)
pqpurge

(No movement ‘upstairs’ unless V in the higher clause is an NR verb in the simple past or present. No
movement to the right unless the ‘nonspecific’ barrier is absent.)

Nonspecific subjects in the embedded sentence would thus have to constitute, in effect, a
barrier to lowering the negative element, but in all other cases, oqfwnq the ‘upstairs’
condition, it would be free to move to the canonical surface position in either its own clause
or the higher clause. If we allow Neg Placement to be prelexical and make suitable lexical
arrangements, for example, for Dutch iggp ‘no’ and pkgv + ggp (‘not’ + ‘a’) to occur in the
correct environments we could also account for pairs like (27a,b).
(27) a

Ik geloof dat iggp"ngxgpfg"|kgn Jan kende
I believe that pq"""nkxkpi"""""uqwn John knew
‘I think not a living soul knew John’

b Ik geloof pkgv dat ggp"ngxgpfg"|kgn Jan kende
I believe not that c""""nkxkpi""""uqwn John knew
‘I don’t think a living soul knew John’

Neg Placement, however, would still require some barrier or other provision involving
nonspecific NPs, in order to rule out sentences like *K"vjkpm"[c"nkxkpi"uqwn"fkfp‚v"mpqy"Lqjp].
This means that, in the framework of Seuren’s proposals (1996), we must somehow block the
last step in a derivation of the following form: K"vjkpm [S’’ pqv [S’’ PAST [S’ Ø [So mpqy [NP c"
nkxkpi"uqwnNPI] [NP Lqjp] ]]]] => K"vjkpm [S’’ pqv [S c"nkxkpi"uqwnNPI] [/S [V AffPAST [V Ø mpqy]]
[NP Lqjp]]]] => *K"vjkpm [S [c"nkxkpi"uqwnNPI] [/S pqv [V AffPAST [V Ø mpqy]] [NP Lqjp]]] (where
the string AffPAST Ø is Aux). The movement of the negative element ‘upstairs’ (i.e. NR) would
be subject, of course, to the condition that it is only possible in the case of NR verbs, and in
the absence of the progressive form or the perfect tense. A grammar with such various
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constraints and provisions, many of which, it must be feared, will have to be stated separately,
would seem to be less than attractive.
Let us return briefly now to the observations involving (24) and (25). When we omit the
NPI {gv in (25), we still have the unacceptable sentence (28) (unacceptable in the NR reading,
at any rate):
(28) *I don’t believe she may have arrived

The explanation must lie in the fact that something in the meaning of epistemic oc{, which
expresses the admissibility of a supposition, prevents it from being negated. Oc{, in other
words, is a Positive Polarity Item. Contrary to what Seuren seems to suggest, (25) is bad for
the same reason.
PPIs are also not allowed in clauses under inherently negative predicates (or, as Baker
1972 has called them, ‘adversative predicates’, such as fqwdv, dg"uwtrtkugf, and fgp{). As
such predicates do not license NPIs by themselves but allow them in their complement
clauses (*K"fqwdv"c"fcop"vjkpi vs. K"fqwdv"kh"jg"eqwnf"ugg"c"fcop"vjkpi) 6, the latter
presumably contain a NEG operator. (This point will be further elaborated below). This, then,
would explain why a sentence like (29) is also bad:
(29) *I doubt that she oc{ have arrived (yet)

It is a well-known fact that vjcp-clauses in comparative constructions are covertly negative.
This raises the question why epistemic oc{, like other PPIs, can nevertheless occur in them
(cf. (30)).
(30) a
b

Bill is richer than anyone after him oc{ ever be
Under the circumstances, I’d rather be sick than hkv"cu"c"hkffng

But PPIs are only prohibited when in the immediate scope of negation. As has been shown by
several authors, along with a NEG operator,"vjcp-clauses also contain a WH operator.7 It is this
WH operator, intervening between NEG and the rest of the clause, which prevents oc{ and
other PPIs being in the immediate scope of NEG, thus saving sentences like (30a,b).
The behaviour of inherently negative matrix predicates runs parallel to that shown by
NR predicates with respect to PPIs and NPIs. Since we will also have to explain the
unacceptability of (29), we might as well seek an account covering both inherently negative
predicate constructions and those with NR predicates. At the end of the next subsection, I will
suggest such an account, which will be elaborated in § 4.
5040"Vjg"Okpkocnkuv"crrtqcej
Before going on, let me briefly outline some of my assumptions insofar as they are relevant to
the syntax of negation in a (roughly) Minimalist framework.
I will take NegP to be the functional category necessarily present in overtly negated
sentences (certain idioms excepted). It is assumed here to be directly on top of TP. In Dutch,
West Flemish (henceforth WF) and German the phrase constituting or comprising the
6

There are apparent exceptions, which are explained by the propositional nature, in those cases, of the content
of the NPI-containing DP complements, for instance, Jg"fgpkgf"cp{"kpxqnxgogpv (‘that he had been involved at
any time or in any way’).
7
E.g. Chomsky (1977), Den Besten (1989:101-35), Hazout (1995). In some languages and dialects the Yj
element is phonologically present in comparative constructions (Italian: Ikcppk"ë"rkü"itcpfg"fk"swcpvq"pqp"ukc"
Gp|q (G. is more tall than how much pgi be Enzo; pqp is not the operator, which in this case is abstract and
precedes swcpvq, but the negative head corresponding to it, like French pg); Hebrew: Fcp"czcn"{qvgt"vcrwzko"ok"
oc"Ug"Fkpc"cznc (Dan ate more apples than what Dina ate) ‘Dan ate more apples than Dina’).
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negative operator (e.g. pkgv / pkg / pkejv ‘not’, iggp"ogpu (Dutch and WF) / mgkpg"ngdgpfg"
Uggng ‘not a living soul’) must be in [Spec,NegP] before Spell-Out (the Neg Criterion,
Haegeman 1995). Thus, for instance, although [AP dgngghf [PP vgigp"pkgocpf]] ‘polite to noone’ is the basic order in Dutch, possible in positive sentences, we do not have ,Lg"jqghv"
dgngghf"vgigp"pkgocpf"vg"|klp for ‘You needn’t be polite to anyone’; the correct order is Lg"
jqghv"vgigp"pkgocpf"dgngghf"vg"|klp: the negative constituent vgigp"pkgocpf must move
upward to [Spec,NegP]. The head of NegP, Neg, is phonologically null in English and
languages like the ones just mentioned, but in other languages, for example French, Italian,
Romanian and WF, it corresponds to a particle (pg, pqp, pw, gp, respectively), which typically
is adjoined to the left of the finite verb. NPIs, when not verbs, are licensed in overt structure
by the c-commanding negative constituent (for this reason, they cannot precede the operator
at PF, except in some cases where they are part of the negative constituent itself, as in Dutch
kp"lctgp"pkgv ‘not for donkey’s years’). NPI verbs, such as e.g. dwfig, bear a feature that must
be checked at the head of NegP (Klooster 1994).
I will assume that in (substandard) Dutch, as in WF (Haegeman 1995), in the case of
Negative Concord negative constituents must overtly move to the left of pkg(v). They move to
[Spec,NegP], adjoining to pkg(v) or to whatever negative constituent moved there before them.
(Adjunction to a maximal projection will be assumed here to be admitted, a departure from
Kayne 1993.) In certain cases however they must move from there to positions further
leftward, so that between negative constituents there may occur non-negative ones.8 At the
stage of abstract syntax, negative operators, separately represented as NEG, are adjoined in a
left-peripheral scope position and subsequently reduced to a single negative operator (Neg
Absorption). The abstract negative operator, NEG, must be, or end up, at the position directly
to the left of the string over which it takes scope.
I will now discuss some arguments against NR from a Minimalist perspective.
In a grammar organised along the lines of the Minimalist program, sentences containing
negative words like Dutch iggp – ‘no’: pkgv + ggp (‘not’ + ‘a’), or pkgv + Ø (zero article) – ,
oggt ‘anymore’ and pqi ‘still’ would present a problem for any NR account, as I will now
attempt to show.
Consider, first, the following pair of examples, in which the non-NR paraphrase
contains iggp:
(31) a
b

Ik geloof dat hij geen rooie cent heeft gehad
‘I believe he didn’t get a red cent’
I believe that he no red cent has had
Ik geloof niet dat hij een rooie cent heeft gehad ‘I don’t believe he got a red cent’
I believe not that he a red cent has had

Suppose we assume an NR relationship between (31a) and (31b). The rule purportedly
relating them would have to apply before Spell-Out. Some special phonological process (‘late
insertion’) would be required, ‘fusing’ the lexical items pkgv ‘not’ and (non-specific or
generic) ggp ‘a’ or Ø and turning them into iggp. We would need similar operations relating,
for instance, pqv + gxgt to pgxgt, or pkgv + kgvu to pkgvu (‘not’ + ‘anything/something’ to
‘nothing’), and so on.
Now consider (32):
8

I believe the obstacle of improper movement pointed out by Haegeman (1995) is not real. In my view, the
movement of subject and object DPs out of [Spec,NegP] is not case-driven. Movement to AGRsP can be argued
to be driven by Phi features but not Case; scrambling of [+ Presuppositional] DPs (e.g. definite DPs moving to
the left of WF and Dutch pkg(v)) is probably motivated by the latter feature, which makes it plausible that
scrambling is to Ā positions rather than A-positions. The strict IO-DO order (e.g. WF fcv"gt"iggp"ogpu"pkgocpf"
fc"ignf"pkg"igvqqif"gp/ggv, lit., that there no-oneSU no-oneIO that moneyDO not shown gp-has) giving rise in the
cited case to a mingling of negative and non-negative constituents, arguably is due to their being part of a single
constituent (Pijnenburg 1991), which moves as a whole to [Spec,NegP] if at least one of its DPs is negative.
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(32) a

Ik geloof dat hij niet meer
gewapend is
I believe that he not anymore armed is
‘I believe he is not armed anymore’

b (i) ?Ik geloof niet dat hij oggt""""""gewapend is
I believe not that he anymore armed
is
(ii) Ik geloof niet dat hij pqi gewapend is
I believe not that he still armed
is
‘I don’t believe he is armed anymore'

The dubious status of (32b(i)) is caused by the fact that oggt, in the sense indicated, should
only – or at least, preferably – occur as part of a (continuous) negative constituent9, except for
those cases in which oggt is preceded by an XP involving degree or quantity, or an XP
bearing focus: here the constituent itself need not be negative (though negation is still
necessary), as is illustrated in (33).
(33)

Ik denk niet dat het ncpi"oggt"
duurt
‘I don’t think it will take much longer’
I think not that it long anymore lasts
dat er
xggn"""ogpugp"oggt zijn
‘… there are many people anymore’
that there many people anymore are
dat ik jgv"CPVYQQTF"oggt
weet
‘… I know the ANSWER anymore’
that I the answer
anymore know

Given the semantic relation between (32a) and (32b(ii)), it would seem that a process relating
oggt and pqi will be needed, should we wish to preserve the NR hypothesis. But while this
might be feasible in certain cases, it would be problematic in the case of, for instance, (34):
(34) a
b

Ik geloof dat ik geen ignf""""""oggt
heb
Ik believe that I no money anymore have
Ik geloof niet dat ik pqi"ignf heb
I believe not that I still money have
eh. ?Ik geloof niet dat ik ignf"""""oggt
heb
I believe not that I money anymore have

‘I believe I don’t have money anymore’
‘I don’t believe I have money anymore’

The difficulty of course is not just that the phonological component should pick the right
forms (oggt or pqi, Ø or iggp), but that there appears to be movement involved: while oggt
must follow iggp"ignf in (34a), pqi must precede Ø ignf. This, if acceptable at all as a PF
device, would seem to introduce unnecessary complications, serving, at that, to account for a
relationship that could plausibly be argued not to have anything to do with phonology.
Second, there is the observation that, in Basque, clauses under inherently negative
predicates as well as clauses under negated NR verbs have negative complementisers (Laka
1990). This suggests that in either case the subordinate clause contains an (abstract) negative
operator in [Spec,CP], reflected in the presence of the [+negative] C, rather than the trace of a
raised negative operator10. Basque has the declarative complementiser gnc, whose distribution
is more or less like that of English vjcv. It also has a Yj complementiser gp. The negative one
is gpkm (in which the initial vowel may assimilate to a preceding vowel), as in (35a,b), with the
inherently negative predicate ‘deny’:

9

Another Dutch example of a negation-containing string which cannot be broken up is dgvgt"*pqi+"pkgv ‘better
not (yet)’, with the PPI dgvgt: *Km"fgpm"pkgv"fcv"lg"‚v"dgvgt"*pqi+"mwpv"pqgogp ‘I don't think you better mention it
yet’ (I found the English sentence in Philip Pullman, 1995, Vjg"iqnfgp"eqorcuu, New York, N.Y.: Ballantine
Books, p. 300.)
10
It does not seem likely that these negative complementisers are a reflex, somehow, of the trace in [Spec,CP] of
a raised negative operator: if NR exists, it probably does not take place via [Spec,CP]. Shlonsky (1989) has
presented evidence from Hebrew that it could not, and Haegeman (1995) offers an argument from French to the
same effect.
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(35) a
b

Amaiak [inork gorrotoa diqpkm] ukatu du
Amaia anyone hatred has-that denied has
‘Amaia denied that anybody hated her’
Lekukoek [gau hartan inor jauregira hurbildu zgpkm] ukatu dute
witnesses night that anyone castle-to near
was-that denied have
‘The witnesses denied that anyone got near the castle that night’

(36) is an example in which the negative complementiser is selected by an NR verb:
(36) Iñigok ez du sinisten [lurrak eztanda egingo dugpkm]
Iñigo no has believed earth explode do
will-that
‘Iñigo does not believe that the earth will explode’

Note, meanwhile, that the predicates under consideration will select the declarative
complementiser gnc in cases where the truth of the content of the embedded clause is
nevertheless presupposed by the speaker. This is illustrated in (37).
(37) a
b

Galileok ez zuen sinisten [eguzkia lurrari inguruka zebilgpkm] (fg"fkevq)
Galileo no had believed sun-the earth-to turns-in went-that
‘Galileo did not believe that the sun revolved around the earth’
Galileok ez zuen sinisten [eguzkia lurrari inguruka zebilgnc] (fg"tg)
(idem)

(37a) does not presuppose or entail that what Galileo didn’t believe was true. When saying
(37b), on the other hand, we take it for a fact that the sun turns around the earth, while
indicating that Galileo did not believe that. The choice of the complementiser is connected to
the possibility of NPIs occurring in the embedded clause. A sentence such as (38), for
instance, with the declarative gnc combined with an NPI, would not be correct:
(38) *Galileok ez zuen sinisten [g|gtm
lurrari inguruka zebilgnc]
Galileo no had believed cp{vjkpi earth-to turns-in went-that

This must mean that the fg"tg - fg"fkevq distinction is relevant with respect to the possibility
of NPIs in the subclause under negated dgnkgxg-type verbs. Clearly, moreover, only in the NR
reading will a negative complementiser be selected.
It is not clear how the negative C in the Basque NR sentences (and, presumably though
not visibly, in similar constructions in languages lacking distinct negative complementisers)
could be accounted for by assuming that the negative CP is somehow selected during MERGE
by virtue of the presence of a negative operator in the higher clause. Rather, the choice of the
type of subordinate clause is determined by the matrix verb (e.g. kh-clauses by verbs like cum,
vjcv-clauses by verbs like fgenctg, kh or vjcv by, for instance, mpqy). Selection is a head-head
relationship (Chomsky 1986), the ‘selecting’ head being on top of the ‘selected’ head. Thus,
for instance, the presence of gpkm in (34) is due, presumably, to a property of the verb ‘deny’
in the higher clause. In the case of NR constructions, it would have to be the negated NR verb
which causes the complementiser of the subordinate CP to be [+negative]. Below (section 5),
I will return to this matter in more detail. In this paper I will have little to say on the structure
of covertly negative infinitival clauses. I will tacitly assume, though, that, in essence, what is
said with regard to CPs here, also holds for other types of subordinate clauses.
If the negation in NR sentences is not the result of raising, could it perhaps license NPIs
across clause boundaries? One reason to believe that in general negative operators are unable
to do so lies in the difference between (39) and (40):
(39)
(40)

He didn’t move because he was afraid
He didn’t oqxg"c"owueng because he was afraid

- pcttqy"qt"ykfg"ueqrg"qh"pgicvkqp
- pcttqy"ueqrg"qh"pgicvkqp
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Under the wide scope interpretation of (39), the dgecwug-CP is part of the whole complex CP.
It carries focus, hence negation associates with it11; therefore it must perforce be under the
scope of negation. In the case of narrow scope, the dgecwug-CP is not part of the CP
containing the negative operator, but the second member of an (asyndetic) specifying
coordination, paraphrasable as ‘(and he didn’t move) because was afraid’.12 The difference
between (39) and (40) is mirrored in the contrast between (41) and (42):
(41)
(42)

He didn’t move because he was afraid (but because he wanted to do as the others)
13
*He didn’t move a muscle because he was afraid (but because he wanted to do as the others)

In (41) and (42), the presence of the dwv clause forces the wide scope interpretation, i.e. the
reading with the scope including dgecwug"jg"ycu"chtckf. Assuming that the scope of negation
covers at least its overt syntactic domain (the part of its clause c-commanded by the operator),
the examples suggest that the negative operator cannot license NPIs in its syntactic domain if
that domain exceeds the clause in which it resides. If a negative operator can never license
NPIs in its scope if that scope exceeds its own clause, it will not be able to license NPIs across
clause boundaries.
We may assume, then, that if ‘downstairs’ NPIs are not licensed by the ‘upstairs’
negative, there has to be an abstract NEG in the subordinate clause. Thus, only if the NR
hypothesis is rejected can we readily explain why, in the Basque examples, the possibility of
NPIs in the subclause depends on the presence of [+ neg] complementisers. This further
strengthens the case against NR.
As a final argument against NR, consider the following. The occurrence of NPIs in the
clausal complements of inherently negative predicates, is most plausibly explained, as we
saw, by the presence of an abstract NEG operator in the complement itself, specifically, in
[Spec, CP]. Recall that in English inherently negative predicates themselves do not within
their own clauses license NPIs. Neither do their equivalents in Basque or Dutch; cf. (43) and
(44).
(43) *Josebak ezer
ukatu du (Basque)
Joseba anything denied has

(44) *Joseba ontkende ook maar iets (Dutch)
Joseba denied
anything at all

Therefore it must be a negative operator separate from the predicates in question, rather than
one incorporated in them, which licenses NPIs. Presumably, then, the verb constituting (or
being part of) the inherently negative predicate selects a CP with a [+ negative] head, which
in turn gives rise to the abstract negative operator in [Spec,CP], by virtue of an inverted
version of ‘dynamic agreement’. Dynamic agreement (Rizzi 1992, Haegeman 1995) states
that an operator can endow its accompanying head with the operator feature under agreement
(see also Sportiche’s Clitic Criterion (1992), cited in Haegeman 1995). Adapting this
principle to the notion of selection as a head-head relation, we may transform it into the
requirement that, after MERGE, a clausal head bearing an operator feature ([+neg], in our case)
endow its Specifier – in the absence of a lexical negative operator – with the corresponding
abstract operator.
11

Association with focus is expressed at LF and can be defined as follows. A NEG operator is associated with
focus iff (i) at LF the focus constituent has moved to the position immediately to the left of the clause (the ‘focus
part’), (ii) the NEG operator is, in relation to the focus part, the left-most element, and (iii) between the NEG
operator and the focus part, there is at most an operator or quantifier with its variable(s) plus the restricting set.
(Klooster 2001).
12
See, on specifying coordination, Kraak en Klooster 1968:257-63, Koster 1995, Rijkhoek 1998, De Vries
1999, Klooster 2002:260-61)
13
A similar example is given in Linebarger (1987): *Jg"fkfp)v"dwfig"cp"kpej"dgecwug"jg"ycu"rwujgf"*dwv"
dgecwug"jg"hgnn).
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We hypothesise, then, that inherently negative verbs, and verbs that are heads of
complex inherently negative predicates, when taking CPs, always select CPs containing NEG
in [Spec,CP], whether or not (depending on the language) this is reflected in a phonological
form distinct from Yj complementisers or other types.
But if gpkm is a truly negative complementiser, then consistency requires we assume that
the complements of NR constructions contain NEG as well, given the data cited above. (As
said, the question of how the selection of negative clauses by NR verbs should be accounted
for will be discussed in section 4.)
If we accept the foregoing, we must conclude that the NR hypothesis should be
discarded.
60"Cp"cnvgtpcvkxg"vq"Pgicvkxg"Tckukpi"
6030"Kpvgtrtgvcvkqp"qh"vjg"jkijgt"pgicvkqp"cpf"ugngevkqp"qh"PGI"encwugu"
As was established in the previous section, a plausible alternative to NR must include the
assumption of the presence of an abstract NEG operator in scope position in the clause
subordinate to an NR construction. (For brevity, I will call such clauses ‘NEG clauses’.) The
two main questions we must now deal with are, (a) if NR constructions take NEG clauses, how
do we interpret the overt negation in the matrix clause, and (b) how is the selection of NEG
clauses by negated NR verbs to be accounted for? After attempting to answer these questions,
I will devote the next subsection to a brief discussion of the status of quasi-NR sentences.
How do we interpret the higher negation in NR sentences? Such sentences clearly are
not instances of double negation, in the sense that the negations semantically eliminate each
other. Since NR sentences are interpreted as single negations, this leaves us with the
alternative diagnosis: they represent something very much like Negative Concord. There are
at least two differences with what we usually consider to be instances of Negative Concord:
first, one of the negations is not phonologically realised, and second, the negations are not
within the same clause. Nevertheless, there are examples of multiple occurrences of negation,
not within the same simplex clause yet sharing properties with Negative Concord. Fischer
(1999) cites some cases in Old English14.
She also offers examples where the negative operator is explicitly present in the clause
under an inherently negative predicate like ‘doubt’, and Early Modern English examples with,
for instance, ‘not-want’, such as (45) and (46), respectively:
(45) Forðœm ne þearf nœnne wisne mon vygqicp, þ[œ]t ða yflan pÿddgp eac ecu edlean hiora yfles
Therefore pg need no wise man doubt
that the evil not-have also eternal rewards of-their evil
‘Therefore no wise man need doubt that also the evil ones will suffer eternal punishment for their evil
deeds’ (Boethius 113.21; Mitchell 1985: §2044)
(46) Pwnng
ich þet pcp iseo ow bute he habbe … spetiale leaue
Not-will I that none see you but he have
special leave
‘I want that no one sees you / I don’t want anyone to see you, unless…’ (Cpetgpg"ykuug 33, Tolkien 1962)

Fischer cites the following example as part of the evidence that loss of Negative Concord
could have led to the emergence of NR:
(47) Pg mahte ich wene ham pcoqp nomeliche nempnin
Pg could I think them no-man by-name mention
‘I do not think that anyone could enumerate them all’ (Cpetgpg"ykuug 116, Tolkien 1962)
14

For example, ce"jg"pg"eqo"pc"vq"fgogog"ocpe{pp"”"ce"vq"” , lit., but he not came not to judge mankind …
but to … (ÆCHom I, 22 320.5, Traugott 1992: 270). I interpret pg preceding the verb as the head of NegP,
corresponding to e.g. French pg and WF and Middle and Early Modern Dutch gp. In some languages and in
certain cases, among which the one cited, it may occur unaccompanied by an overt operator. Pc here cannot be
read as part of a bipartite negation (pg…pc), because in that case ce"vq"etc. would become uninterpretable.
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The idea that NR constructions do not contain one but two negations was first proposed in
Klima (1964). Klima’s representation of the structure underlying e.g. K"fqp‚v"vjkpm"Lqjp"yknn"
ngcxg"wpvkn"vqoqttqy is as in (48):
(48) I pgi think [ John pgi will leave until tomorrow]Comp

Klima proposed to derive the correct form from (48) via a transformation he called pgi
absorption. Neg Absorption, but of a different sort, has also been proposed in connection with
Negative Concord. The reduction to one single negation is necessary in order to account for
the fact that NR sentences are interpreted as single negations (at LF).
I propose that the subordinate, covertly negative clause under negated NR verbs
undergoes abstract adjunction to the negative operator in the matrix clause, as illustrated in
(49), for English and Dutch.
(49) a
b

I do [NegP [ ]ER"PGI"]””_"_ not ] [Neg’ Neg think vER ]]
Ik denk [NegP [ ]ER"PGI"]””_"_ niet ] [Neg’ Neg vER ]]

Negative Absorption applies after pqv (represented as NEG after Spell-Out) has been leftadjoined to the NEG in the moved NEG clause, and subsequently eliminated. Presumably, vjkpm
in (49a) will take up the position of fq, so that we will get, ultimately, something like K"vjkpm"
[NEG [……]]. The NEG clause thus is moved covertly. This is contrary to what might be
expected, since, at least in languages like WF and (substandard) Dutch, movement of the
negative constituents to [Spec,NegP] in the case of Negative Concord must apply before
Spell-Out. But an important difference with Negative Concord is that the moved negative
constituent in (49) is not a phrase but a clause, and that the negation is covert.
Since all movement is feature-driven, it follows that under the Negative Concord
reading the negative constituents must be marked by some feature, say [+NC], causing them
to adjoin to the first negative element that, by virtue of the Neg Criterion, has moved to
[Spec,NegP] (or to the element that was generated in that position), or else to some previously
adjoined constituent, as the case may be. But NR sentences are not instances of Negative
Concord proper. What motivates abstract adjunction of NEG clauses to the pleonastic negative
element in [Spec, NegP] cannot be the feature [+NC]; it must be some other feature, say
[+Pleonastic NEG Absorption], or [+PNA].
The only p-word in the lexicon that may carry the feature [+PNA] is the word
expressing NEG (i.e. pqv, pkgv etc.). The reason for this is that, in abstract PNA-type
representations like the ones under consideration, existential quantifiers in the higher clause
cannot be stripped of their negation with impunity. All p-words except pqv (pgxgt."pq/qpg,
pqyjgtg etc.) in their semantic representations contain such quantifiers, preceded by negation.
Thus e.g. if Pq/qpg"gzrgevu"Lqjp"vq"ngcxg were to undergo PNA, this would lead to an
interpretation we can represent as Uqog"rgqrng"1"Uqogqpg"gzrgev*u+"Lqjp"pqv"vq"ngcxg, which
is not synonymous with the original sentence. Requiring PNA somehow to apply to Pq/qpg"
gzrgevu"Lqjp"vq"ngcxg, to yield the interpretation Gxgt{qpg"gzrgevu"Lqjp"pqv"vq"ngcxg, would
among other things imply, wrongly I believe, that the lexical item pq/qpg semantically
contains a universal quantifier followed by negation.
There are sentences with negated matrix verbs that are not NR verbs, but also allow
subordinate clauses containing NPIs (cf. (50) and (51)).
(50) I didn’t realise that he admired her cv"cnn" "

(51) He didn’t know that cp{vjkpi had happened
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They do not, however, allow minimisers (strict NPIs like c"fcop"vjkpi, cp"kqvc, (nkhv) c"hkpigt,
c"tgf"egpv etc.), which means that, unlike what is the case in NR sentences, the covert
negation in the subordinate clause is not ‘strong negation’, i.e. equivalent to ‘¬’, but rather has
a negative force similar to that of , for instance, qpn{"ykvj"fkhhkewnv{ (Qpn{"ykvj"fkhhkewnv{"eqwnf"
jg"ugg"jgt"cv"cnn"/ cp{vjkpi, but not ?Qpn{"ykvj"fkhhkewnv{"eqwnf"jg"ugg"c"fcop"vjkpi"/ gctp"c"
tgf"egpv). Clearly, sentences of this type cannot be treated in the same way as NR sentences.
Further research will be necessary to reveal what is going on here. Non-idiomatic quasi-NR
predicates, too, allow only non-strict NPIs in their subordinate clauses (e.g. Pq/qpg"cfxkugf"
og"vq"ytkvg"cp{"ngvvgtu).
We now turn to the second question posed at the beginning of this section, How is the
selection of NEG clauses by negated NR verbs to be accounted for? As we saw in the case of
inherently negative verbs, the selecting verb is not negative in the sense of being able to
license NPIs by itself. But like words such as ykvjqwv and comparative vjcp, it takes NEG
clauses. Since verbs of the type of vjkpm and dgnkgxg select NEG clauses depending on the sense
in which they are used, we assume that a formal distinction is to be made between NR-verbs
and their phonologically identical non-NR counterparts. NR verbs, then, bear at least one
feature that non-NR verbs do not. It must be assumed that the selection of a NEG clause cannot
take place if the matrix lacks a negative head for the NR verb to check. I use the more general
term ‘negative head’ in this connection, instead of ‘head of NegP’, because NR verbs are also
possible in NEG clauses, which lack NegP but do have a negative head, thus making NR
recursion possible, as in [K"fqp‚v"uwrrqug"[Lqjp"vjkpmu"[vjg"[cpmggu"yknn"ykp]]], and sentences
like (52)-(53), with a strict NPI in the lowest clause:
(52) I don’t think [CP NEG Mary believes [CP NEG that John expects [NEG to be vqq happy about the divorce]]]
(53) Ik neem niet aan [CP NEG dat je denkt [CP NEG dat Dik van plan was [NEG ggp"xkpigt"wkv"vg"uvgmgp]]]
I take not Rtv
that you think
that Dik of plan was
a finger out to stick
‘I don’t suppose you think Dik was going to lift a finger’

Neg Absorption in cases like these involves abstract adjunction of the complex subclause to
the operator in NegP of the highest clause, successive adjunctions and absorptions of the
lower NEGs to the higher ones and subsequent left-adjoining and absorption of the original
NegP operator (p‚v in (52), pkgv in (53)).
In this paper, as I indicated earlier, I will not go into the details of the treatment of
infinitival clauses under NR verbs. Clearly, though, it will be essentially the same as that of
finite subclauses. It is worthwhile noting, meanwhile, that there is at least one verb in Dutch
(jqgxgp, equivalent to pggf without vq) which takes infinitivals but does not select NEG
clauses, and bears a feature similar or identical to the one distinguishing NR verbs from their
non-NR counterparts: it must be checked at a negative head, which in this way ‘licenses’ the
verb in question. For ease of reference let us call this a ‘matching feature’. The infinitival
complement of jqgxgp"does not seem to contain a barrier to licensing NPIs by the operator
whose negative head ‘licenses’ the occurrence of jqgxgp by virtue of its matching feature.
There are other verbs (which are sometimes part of idioms) that bear this feature but which do
not take infinitivals. The earlier mentioned NPI verb dwfig would be an example in English;
Dutch examples are vcngp (pcct) ‘care (for)’ and ocngp (qo) ‘be concerned (about)’. These
verbal NPIs do not select NEG clauses. Hence there are two possibilities: (1) the matching
feature excluding them from non-negative contexts is different from the one borne by NR
verbs in that the latter, in addition, causes the verb to select a NEG clause, or (2) NR verbs are
distinguished from their phonologically identical counterparts not by one but by two features,
one causing them to select NEG clauses, the other – identical to the matching feature carried
by NPI verbs – causing them to be ‘licensed’ by a negative head. The presence of the
selecting feature should then be dependent on the presence of the matching feature, though
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not required by virtue of it, as will become clear directly. It should also be dependent on the
presence of a feature expressing the ‘structural fact’ character discussed earlier, without which
no NR is possible. I propose to choose the option of having two separate features
distinguishing NR verbs from their phonologically identical counterparts. One reason not to
express in one single feature the properties of both selecting NEG clauses and matching at Neg
is that a feature expressing the former property is needed anyway for inherently negative
predicates, which do not need a matching feature. More importantly, we should distinguish
between features that function during MERGE and those that drive movement. Provisionally, I
will represent the two features as, respectively, [+NEG cl] (selecting NEG clauses) and
[+[Neg]] (to be checked at a negative head).
All verbs (except perhaps verbal PPIs such as uycto (ykvj) or dwtuv (ykvj)) freely occur
in negative contexts. Their features must therefore be nondistinct from or else compatible
with negative heads. In this way we can account for the ambiguity of sentences like (1b) Lqjp"
fqgup‚v"vjkpm"Dknn"nkmgu"Jcttkgv and the difference between, for example, the Basque sentences
(37a) and (37b), both translated as ‘Galileo did not believe that the sun revolved around the
earth’ (corresponding to the fg"tg"/"fg"fkevq distinction): the non-NR versions of ‘think’ or
‘want’ verbs simply lack the feature [+[Neg]] and hence the feature [+NEG cl].
Summarising, we assume that clauses under negated NR verbs start with a covert
negative operator NEG, and we interpret NR sentences as cases of pleonastic negation, similar
but not identical to Negative Concord. The negations are reduced to a single one by Neg
Absorption after abstract movement of the NEG clause to [Spec,NegP], where it is adjoined to
the pqv operator, and where the latter in turn is adjoined to the negative operator of the
subclause. NR verbs are distinct from their phonologically identical counterparts by virtue of
two features that, respectively, license them in negative contexts and cause them to select
covertly negative clausal complements ([+[Neg]] and [+NEG cl]).
6040"Swcuk/PT"ugpvgpegu"
Quasi-NR sentences, in particular those allowing strict NPIs in the subclause, like e.g. Pq/qpg"
dgnkgxgu"Lqjp"yknn"igv"c"tgf"egpv, at first glance may seem to constitute a problem for the
proposal exemplified in (49). But as we saw, the matrix clause of sentences like the one just
cited contains an idiom introducing ‘strong’ negative force. Such idioms, presumably not
supported by a NegP, are like inherently negative predicates in this respect. We can explain
their allowing strict NPIs in the subclause if we assume that the verb part of the idioms in
question selects a NEG clause.
The fact that non-idiomatic quasi-NR sentences do not allow strict NPIs (cf. (17) and
(18), above) can now be understood as a consequence of the fact that the ‘NR’ reading
crucially requires that the negative element be simplex (‘not’ instead of ‘no-one’ etc.). Of
course, in non-idiomatic quasi-NR sentences with pq/qpg or pqvjkpi as subject, the negative
constituent has to move further leftward, out of [Spec,NegP], precluding Absorption even if it
were possible. Hence such sentences cannot contain NEG clauses and therefore no subclauses
with strict NPIs. But even should the negative constituent stay in [Spec,NegP], as may be the
case for instance if it is an object of cfxkug (cf. (17b)), the NEG clause could not be adjoined to
it, because complex negative elements like pq/qpg never carry the PNA feature, as argued
above.
"
6050"Yj{"c"itcoocvkecn"ceeqwpvA"
If it is true that NR sentences are felt to be ‘weaker’ or ‘less certain’ than their non-NR
counterparts, then there is a discrepancy between the LF representation of NR sentences
proposed above and their actual interpretation. Could it be that, as Horn (2001) argues, the
reading of NR sentences should not be accounted for in the grammar but in Speech Act
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Theory, as a conventionalised understanding of ¬P(z,r) as P(z, ¬r)? The difficulty with that
approach, as far as I can see, lies in the licensing of strict NPIs in the subclause of NR
sentences, which seems to be a matter of grammar entirely. This, in combination with the
Basque data, tips the balance in favour of a grammatical account. What may have started as a
‘guarded’, litotic turn of phrase, has been completely grammaticalised.
Then how should we deal with the discrepancy? As has been observed in connection
with abstract lexical representations, where the problem is essentially the same, a given
linguistic form does not really ogcp what its formal representation purports it to mean (Hale
and Keyser 1992:123). Thus rwv"hnqygtu"kp"c"xcug has the standard interpretation of ‘put
flowers still connected to their (cut) stems in a vase (normally filled with water), which stands
in its canonical upright position, with the flowers sticking out’, although ‘literally’, i.e. on the
basis of its formal representation, the expression could also be applied, for example, to the
stuffing of stemless flowers in an empty vase lying on its side. Similarly, the location verb
ucffng does not refer to putting any old saddle on any old thing or animal in any old way.
Such discrepancies are analogous to the discrepancy between the LF representation of NR
sentences and their ‘indirectness’, the fact that their meaning is sometimes felt to be merely
inferred from what on the surface they seem to convey: ¬P(z,r). From the hnqygtu and the
ucffng examples I believe we may draw the conclusion that the ‘äußere Form’ of an
expression does play an independent, additional part in its interpretation, a part governed by
conventions, quite separate from the grammar. The flavour of NR ‘indirectness’, actually not
always perceived (especially not with NPIs), can thus be explained in terms outside the realm
of grammar.
70"Uwooct{"
The phenomenon that has come to be known as Negative Raising obtains in sentences with
negated non-factive verbs expressing, together with their negation, a negative attitude towards
a hypothetical state's or event's being or becoming fact. Arguments presented in the Semantic
Syntax framework in support of Negative Raising, it is argued, will ultimately lead to
unattractively complicated devices. The parallel behaviour, with respect to polarity items, of
inherently negative predicates (fqwdv, fgp{ etc.) and NR predicates, together with data from
Basque, suggest that both types take subordinate clauses containing a covert negative operator
(NEG clauses). The overt negation in NR sentences is taken to be pleonastic. In a Minimalist
approach, abstract raising of the NEG clause and adjunction to the operator in [Spec,NegP] is
proposed, after which through Neg Absorption the higher operator is eliminated, giving an LF
structure conforming to the pattern ‘P(z, ¬r)’, where P is a verb like dgnkgxg, z is the subject,
and ¬r corresponds to the subordinate clause. NEG clause raising and Pleonastic NEG
absorption (PNA) only apply in the case of true NR sentences. Apparent NR sentences
(basically, sentences with NR verbs but with negative constituents other than ‘not’, or
sentences seemingly derived by shifting the p-word leftward, but in which no strict NPIs are
allowed) are shown to be either idiomatic or lacking a NEG clause, and are excluded from
PNA. Treating the NR phenomenon outside the grammar as a conventionalised understanding
‘P(z, ¬r)’ of sentences of the form ¬P(z, r) is rejected on the grounds that it would be hard to
account for the presence of negative complementisers in the subclauses in Basque NR
sentences and the licensing of strict NPIs in the subclause of NR sentences in general on the
basis of principles that are not part of the grammar.
Thus in a sense we still have a kind of Neg Raising. Covert negation is raised, but
together with the clause over which it takes scope.
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